SUBJECT GUIDE - TEXTILE SCIENCE & APPAREL DESIGN

These guides will provide you with useful information and resources that you will need to support your studies. The guide will contain links to the

1. Library Collection
   To access the library collection click on the link given below

   http://27.106.65.244/w27/

   And search using Title/ Author name/ Keyword

2. E-Books from EBSCO

   URL: http://search.ebscohost.com

   Id: bmncollege
   Password: Library@20

3. Databases relevant to the subject area
   - Apparel Specialty Stores---use password for Home Furnishing Retailers
   - Applied Science & Technology Source
   - BFL: Berg Fashion Library
   - Bloomsbury Fashion Central
   - Business of Fashion (BoF)
   - Costume
   - Coloro Workspace
   - Doneger Online / Doneger Creative Services
   - Fashion Photography Archive
   - Fashion Snoops
   - Fashion History Timeline .
   - Fashion Studies Online: the Videofashion Library
   - Gale Business Collection .
   - General OneFile
   - Global Apparel Markets
   - The Harper's Bazaar Archive .
   - IngentaConnect
   - Intimate Apparel Journal
   - Material ConneXion
   - Performance Apparel Markets .
   - Sophicolor .
   - Sourcing Journal
   - SPARC Digital
4. JOURNALS LIST

- AATCC Review
- Africa and Middle East Textiles
- Apparel Views
- Asian Journal of Textile
- Asian Technical Textile
- Asian Textile Journal
- ATA Journal for Asia on Textile and Apparel
- AUTEX Research Journals
- Bangladesh Textile Journal
- Canadian Textile Journal (CTJ)
- China Textile and Apparel
- China Textile Magazine
- Clothing and Textile Research Journal (CTRJ)
- Colour research & Application
- Colourage
- Colouration Technology
- Digital Textile
- Duck: Journal for Research in Textile and Textile Design
- Dyes and Pigments
- Fibers and Polymers
- FIBRES & TEXTILES in Eastern Europe
- Geotextiles and Geomembranes
- Home Textiles Today (Open access)
- Indian Journal of Fiber and Textile Research
- Indian Textile Journal
- Industria Textila
- International Fiber Journal (IFJ)
- International Journal of Clothing Science and Technology
• International Journal of Fiber and Textile research
• International Journal of Textile and Fashion Technology (IJTFT)
• International Journal of Textile Science
• Journal of Textile
• Journal for Dyeing and Finishing
• Journal for weavers, Spinners and dyers
• Journal of Cotton Science (Open access)
• Journal of Engineered Fibers and Fabrics (JEFF)
• Journal of Fashion Technology and Textile Engineering (JFTTE)
• Journal of Industrial Textile
• Journal of Modern Textile Science and Engineering
• Journal of Natural Fibers
• Journal of Textile and Apparel, Technology and Management.
• Journal of Textile Association
• Journal of Textile Institute
• Journal of Textile science and Engineering (JTE)
• Journal of Textile Engineering
• Journal of the China Textile Institute
• Journal of the Institution of Engineers (India). Part TX: Textile Engineering Division
• Journal of the Japan Research Association for Textile End-Uses
• Knitting International
• Knitting Trade Journal
• Man-Made Textiles in India
• Melliand International
• New Cloth Market (NCM) Magazine
• Pakistan Textile Journal (PTJ)
• Research Journal of Textile and Apparel
• Spinning Textiles
• TEXT Journal
• TEXTIL Plus
• Textile Asia
• Textile History
• Textile Industry Trade Journal
• Textile Magazine
• Textile Network
• Textile Outlook International
• Textile Review
• Textile View Magazine
• Textile World
• Textiles South East Asia
• Textiles Trends
• The Journal of Cloth and Culture (JCC)
• The Journal of Textile Design Research and Practice
• The Open Textile Journal
• The Textile Journal (Open access)
• TMI (Textile Month International)
• Wool Textile Journal
• Composite science and Technology
• European Polymer journal
• Journal of Composite Material
• Journal of Thermoplastic Composite Material
• Journal of Textile Research
• International Journal of Textile Science Research